
Ocean Literacy for Sail Trainers - Course Evaluation 

On 12 and 13 December 2019 The Island Trust ran a course at 
The Mount Batten Centre, Plymouth, entitled “Ocean Literacy 
for Sail Trainers”. The course director was John Hepburn, Ocean 
Discoverability Project Manager. (Ocean Discoverability® is The 
Island Trust’s project taking children with disabilities from 
Devon and Cornwall day sailing with Ocean Literacy (OL) 
forming a key element of the educational component of the 
day.) 

Participants were limited to 12, being the maximum capacity 
for the fish market tour on the second day.  They were joined 
by 2 others for the first day only. 

The programme is at Appendix 1. 

Participants and speakers are Appendix 2. 

Prof Jason Hall-Spencer of the University of Plymouth, co-author of  “Eight urgent, fundamental and 
simultaneous steps needed to restore ocean health, and the consequences for humanity and the 
planet of inaction or delay,” gave the keynote address.  This paper was prepared for the International 
Programme on the State of the Ocean (IPSO).  In late 2018, IPSO convened a workshop asking experts 
across science, law, policy and economics to consider the major actions needed to achieve ocean 
protection, considering changes already locked into the ecosystem, the current and likely future 
operating environment for policy, legal and other solutions, and emerging threats and opportunities. 
The experts identified the eight priority actions needed to avert ecological disaster in the global 
ocean.  As one of these experts he was well placed to outline the state of the Ocean, and why these 
actions are necessary.  

John Hepburn argued that this makes the case for OL as governments will only undertake these major 
commitments if their electorates insist they do so.  As OL is so important, those who can do something 
about it should, and as the barriers to it are broken down by sail training, sail trainers are well placed 
to take it on. He described The Island Trust’s Ocean Discoverability programme and the OL cruise in 
June as examples but not necessarily the only way of delivering OL. He suggested two broadly differing 
approaches.  Either sail trainers can become On Board Ocean Educators (OBOEs) or specialist OBOEs 
can be brought on board.  Both approaches work, and the course had participants from both streams.  

With OL being, “understanding the ocean’s influence on us and our influence on the ocean,” OBOEs 
need to understand something of ocean science and maritime matters and the rest of the programme 
was designed to cover both through classroom and practical activities. 

The first practical session took place in Plymouth Yacht Haven which included a visit to a merchant 
vessel operated by Boscalis, and techniques for showing young people on board ocean life, from 
plankton to top predators, including plankton trawling and a baited recoverable underwater video.  
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Participants recorded marine wildlife seen during the course using iNaturalist, an international citizen 
science programme.  The records are available at www.inaturalist.org/projects/ocean-literacy-for-sail-
trainers-course?tab=observations which demonstrate how the iNaturalist helps beginners identify 
species, and how these observations inform recording schemes. 

Talks after lunch continued the maritime theme.  
Captain Welch described the history and purpose of 
navies and Captain Hone covered merchant shipping, 
how it worked and why it was not as wicked as some 
paint it. David Wickes and James Eddy from Cornwall 
Marine Network described how they were encouraging 
young people into the maritime sector, and those in 
industry to recruit them. 

Beach cleans take many forms with varying levels of 
complexity, and Jules Agate from the Marine 
Conservation Society advised on how to conduct them, 
followed by a practical example, removing and recording 
litter including a “nurdle hunt” at the nearby Batten 
Beach.  Beach cleaning is a more complex issue than it at 
first appears, and from subsequent feedback, was an 
area which would have benefitted from greater 
discussion on how to include it in voyage planning. 

Before supper Dr Keith Hiscock,  described how marine 
habitats or biotypes and species are named and classified. 
He offered advice on identifying species, using guide 
books and online resources, and encouraged visits to 
aquariums and marine centres and courses to develop ID 
skills.  After supper there was a quiz covering marine and 
maritime topics, with bluffing and calling bluffs strongly 
encouraged. The winning team at least enjoyed 
themselves. 

There was an early start to get the ferry to Plymouth 
Barbican for a visit to the fish market, where in spite of 
the recent weather there was enough of a catch for 
Peter Bromley, the Sutton Harbourmaster to illustrate the 
range of fish landed in Plymouth, and to describe the past 
and current state of the local fishery.  A traffic hold-up 
meant that the talk on port management by the 
Cattewater Harbourmaster, Capt Tim Charlesworth, had 
to be abbreviated to ensure catching the return ferry for 
breakfast. 

Jack Sewell talked about citizen science projects, how and why they are set up, their usefulness, and 
gave some examples of projects sail trainers might get involved in.  He also encouraged them to 
suggest ideas for projects. 

Before leading the course on a rockpooling session, Coral Smith went through the planning process 

Squabbling crabs beneath the marina 
pontoons caught on the underwater video 

Beach cleaning on Batten Beach 
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that would ensure a safe and environmentally sound session on the shore, and described some of the 
activities that could take place there.  A popular and relatively easy approach is to take a leaf out of 
African Safaris and go for “The Big Five” of the rocky shore: shore crab, common prawn, hermit crab, 
blenny and cushion star.  On the rockpool safari, the course split into 3 groups and rotated round “The 
Big Five,” a timed species search, and marking out an area worthy of protection.  Several species 
found their way onto the iNaturalist collection project. 

The final session was OL in practice.  Fiona Crouch, 
former President of the European Marine Science 
Educators Association, outlined the history of OL, and as 
one of the TECF team explained how OL helps them 
make informed and responsible decisions when 
managing activities in Plymouth’s waters.  The latter 
point was echoed by Sarah Clark who has to balance 
environmental, economic and societal demands when 
the D&S IFCA makes byelaws.   In the final talk, Nicola 
Bridge described the Ocean Conservation Trust’s OL 
pathway and showed that teachers can use OL to teach 
many areas of the curriculum. 

The programme was perhaps over-optimistic.  Some talks 
had to be dropped, and there was insufficient time for 
immediate feedback.  However, participants have been 
very helpful in their written feedback. 

They were invited to feedback their opinions of the 
course using the form at Appendix 3.  The numerical 
responses are summarised at Appendix 4. As not all 
participants gave their names on the feedback forms all 
the comments have been treated as anonymous. 
Following analysis of the feedback participants were 
asked for more details on how to improve course 
content and timing. The responses are tabulated at 
Appendix 5. 

The Island Trust is very grateful to the speakers who 
gave their time freely, to The Mount Batten Centre staff 
who looked after us all very well, and to Plymouth Yacht 
Haven for a generous grant which made the course 
affordable for the participants. 

Visit to Plymouth fish market 

Rockpooling on Batten Beach 
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Appendix 1 

Course Programme 
 
12 December  
0930 Arrive and register (Tea & Coffee)  
1030 Keynote talk:  State of the Ocean, actions the world must take now (Jason Hall-Spencer) 
1100 Talk: Ocean Literacy & what sail training can do (John Hepburn)  
1130 Practical session: Pontoon ramble; underwater video, plankton trawls, ship visit  (LW 1148)  
1300 Lunch  
1330 Talks: Navies - when they started, what they are, what they do (Andrew Welch); Shipping - what 

it does and how it works (Bob Hone); Maritime Careers (CMN); Marine Archaeology (Therese 
Kearns) (1) 

1530 Practical session: Beach clean techniques at Batten Beach (HW 1745, Sunset about 1615) 
followed by discussions on risk assessment, methodologies & reporting systems (Jules Agate) 
(O/C Tea & Coffee) 

1715 Talks: Marine habitats and identifying marine life (Keith Hiscock);  Economic Impact; Marine 
Pollution; Behaviour around marine wildlife - WiSE (John Hepburn) (2) 

1900 Supper  
2000 Quiz in the bar  
   
13 December  
0630 Ferry to Barbican (from Mount Batten Ferry pontoon - 5 minute walk from Mount Batten 

Centre)  
0700 Fish market tour  
0800 Talk: Ports and port management at Cattewater Harbour Commissioners (Tim Charlesworth) 
0845 Ferry to Mount Batten  
0900 Breakfast (buffet with Tea & coffee) 
0930 Talks: Citizen science (Jack Sewell); Rockpooling - risk assessment, methodologies & reporting 

systems (Coral Smith)  
1100 Practical session: Rockpool Ramble at Batten Beach (LW 1312) 
1300 Lunch (mug of soup, pasty and chips, tea & coffee) 
1345 Talks:  OL in practice - Public authorities; Intro to European Marine Science Educators 

Association and Tamar Estuaries Consultative Forum (Fiona Crouch), Devon and Severn Inshore 
Fisheries and Conservation Authority (Sarah Clark):  Education and the curriculum (Nicola 
Bridge).  

1445 Feedback  
1500 Depart 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(1) Due to family reasons the speaker was unavailable for this talk. 
(2)

 Due to time constraints these three talks did not take place.  
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Participants and Speakers 
 
Participants 

Mr Nicholas Helm Marine Biological Association 
Miss Holly Vint OYT South 
Mr Henry Hewer Adventure Under Sail  
Miss Jennifer Davis Sailing Tectona 
Mr Ed Humphries The Cirdan Sailing Trust 
Ms Hannah Plowman The Island Trust 
Ms Marcia Fletcher Find The Cause 
Ms Jenny Tsang Horizons Childrens Sailing Charity 
Mr James Lovett Merseyside Adventure Sailing Trust 
Ms Kerry Rees Challenge Wales 
Miss Sally Fishlock The Island Trust 
Miss Esther Farrant Sailing Tectona 
Mr Craig Young The Island Trust * 
Miss Jenny  Hickman University of Plymouth * 

* Thursday only 
    

Speakers 

Prof Jason Hall-Spencer University of Plymouth 
Mr John Hepburn The Island Trust 
Capt Andrew Welch University of Plymouth 
Capt Bob Hone University of Plymouth 
Mr David Wickes Cornwall Marine Network 
Mr James Eddy Cornwall Marine Network 
Dr Keith Hiscock Marine Biological Association 
Capt Tim Charlesworth Cattewater Harbour Commissioners 
Mr Pete Bromley Sutton Harbour 
Mr Jack Sewell Marine Biological Association 
Ms Coral Smith Devon Wildlife Trust 
Ms Sarah Clark Devon and Severn Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority 
Mrs Nicola Bridge Ocean Conservation Trust & National Marine Aquarium 
Ms Jules Agate Marine Conservation Society 
Ms Fiona Crouch Plymouth City Council 
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What is your name? (optional) 

On a scale of 1—9, how confident are you that you could help improve ocean 
literacy in young people undergoing sail training? 

On a scale of 1-3, how useful and interesting did you find the activities and talks? 

Topic    Use  Interest   
 
State of the Ocean 
Ocean Literacy & what sail training can do 
Pontoon ramble 
Navies  
Shipping  
Maritime Careers  
Marine Archaeology 
Beach clean 
Marine habitats and identifying marine life 
Economic Impact 
Marine Pollution 
Behaviour around marine wildlife  
Quiz 
Fish market tour 
Ports and port management 
Citizen science  
Rockpooling 
Intro to EMSEA & TECF  
Devon and Severn IFCA 
Education and the curriculum  

 

What did you think of the accommodation and facilities at The Mount Batten Centre? 
 

What was the highlight of the course for you? 
 

What could be improved? 
 

Was it value for money? 
 

Now that you have completed the course, on a scale of 1—9, how confident are you that 
you could help improve ocean literacy in young people undergoing sail training? 
 

Did you enjoy the course? 
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Summarised Numerical Feedback 

 

Comments: 

First class course, I would pay to send all of my staff on this course.  Well done, John, and thank you. 

I’ll still need to study Ocean Literacy more. It is very complex and I need to read the article you sent a link 
to a couple of times. 

I'd just like to say a massive thank you for running the Ocean Literacy course and inviting me. It was jam 
packed with information, exciting projects and new connections. 

Thank you John for a fantastic course, I really appreciated being on board with this and the speakers 
were all fabulous. I particularly enjoyed the fish market tour and the detailed and interesting account 
from Peter there. 

The course really was fab and I hope the feedback you have gained will only help to make it better.  

                       Average 

Confidence 1-9 Before After 

 4.56 6.33 

Topics 1-3 Use Interest 

State of the Ocean 3.00 2.89 

Ocean Literacy & what sail training can do 2.56 2.89 

Pontoon ramble 2.22 2.78 

Navies  1.56 2.11 

Shipping  1.78 2.33 

Maritime Careers  2.25 2.00 

Marine Archaeology   

Beach clean 2.56 2.56 

Marine habitats and identifying marine life 2.56 2.33 

Economic Impact   

Marine Pollution   

Behaviour around marine wildlife    

Quiz 1.44 2.56 

Fish market tour 2.33 2.67 

Ports and port management 2.00 2.00 

Citizen science  2.89 2.78 

Rockpooling 2.89 2.89 

Intro to EMSEA & TECF  2.25 2.38 

Devon and Severn IFCA 2.38 2.38 

Education and the curriculum  2.88 3.00 

VFM 1/0 1 

Enjoyment: +1/0/-2 1 
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Improvements to Course Content and Timing Preferences 
 

The table below is based on 4 responses. 
 

 

Course content options: (scores 1-4) 
Average 

A one day course mostly classroom based 
1.25 

A one day course mostly outdoors based 
1 

The current two day course with navies, shipping etc covered in a single one hour 
“Blue Economy” talk, and with the quiz replaced by a workshop on how we work 
this into our ST programmes 4 

The current course extended to three days, to include a final day discussion 
session as above. This could, with two fish market visits, make it possible to 
increase the course size 3 

Course date options: (scores 1-4) 
 

1st half November 1.7 

2nd half November 3.3 

1st half December 3.7 

2nd half December (avoiding Xmas) 2.0 

1st half January 1.7 

2nd half January (avoiding ASTO Conference) 2.7 


